
Health and social care

Physical describes 
growth patterns 
and changes in 

mobility

Emotional 
describes how 

people develop 
their identity and 

cope with 
feelings

Assessment –

Case study activity 1
Hilda is 84 and up until recently has been living independently without any support. In the 

last month, however, she has become unsteady on her feet and feeling weak which has 
really affected her confidence. In the last 6 months her hearing has deteriorated and she is 

embarrassed that she misses what people say and ends up not understanding what the 
conversation is about. Her daughter, who lives in France, has phoned and wants her to go 

and see a doctor

Tasks
Write out the case study in your book then answer the following questions, including as much 
detail as possible.
1) Identify 6 daily activities that Hilda will find difficult at home, on her own. Explain why she 

may find these difficult so your work is proper sentences explaining her point of view at 
home.

2) Why might Hilda find it difficult to make an appointment; emotionally and physically? Say 
how she may be feeling and about the challenge this may bring.
3) Identify and explain SIX difficulties Hilda may come across regarding getting to her doctors, 
accessing the doctors surgery and whilst she is in the surgery. In addition, say how she may be 
feeling about this new, additional challenges.
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Assessment –

Case study activity 2
Lilly is 7 years-old and has 5 younger brothers and sisters, two of her brothers have ADHD 

and are hard to manage as they are loud and can display poor behaviour. Her mum doesn’t 
work as she looks after the children at home but that means she doesn’t earn money so 
they are on a low income. Lilly has been complaining of tooth ache the last few days and 

mum has decided she should not go to school today. Lily’s mum does not have a car so they 
travel by service bus only.

Tasks
Write out the case study in your book then answer the following questions, including as much 
detail as possible.
1) Identify 4 daily activities that Lilly’s mum will find difficult at home, on her own with 6 
children to look after. Explain why she may find these difficult so your work is proper sentences 
explaining her point of view at home.
2) Why might Lilly’s mum find it difficult to make an appointment; emotionally and physically? 
Say how she may be feeling and about the challenge this may bring.
3) Identify and explain SIX difficulties Lilly’s mum may come across regarding getting her to the 
doctors, accessing the doctors surgery and whilst she is in the surgery. In addition, say how she 
may be feeling about this new, additional challenges.
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Assessment –
Case study activity 3

Aleksandra is 42 and had a stroke and blood carrying oxygen didn’t get to different parts of 
the brain,  6 months ago, causing some brain damage. This means she is partially paralysed

down her right side but has been attending rehabilitation physiotherapy sessions to 
improve this. Sometimes she can use a walking frame but she tires easily so most of the 

time, she uses a wheelchair. The part of the brain that affects speech was also damaged so 
Aleksandra finds communication a problem as she forgets words and gets muddled up 

easily. She lives at home with her husband and 2 teenage children.
Tasks
Write out the case study in your book then answer the following questions, including as much 
detail as possible.
1) Identify 6 daily activities that Aleksandra will find difficult at home, on her own. Explain why 
she may find these difficult so your work is proper sentences explaining her point of view at 
home.
2) Why might Aleksandra find it difficult to make an appointment; emotionally and physically? 
Say how she may be feeling and about the challenge this may bring.
3) Identify and explain SIX difficulties Aleksandra may come across regarding getting to her 
doctors, accessing the doctors surgery and whilst she is in the surgery. In addition, say how she 
may be feeling about this new, additional challenges.


